
Welcome! We are thrilled that you are here and will have the chance to take advantage of this guide to increase your familiarity with the Navigator pages 

on your DynaVox Compass App, T10 or T15. Our hope is that you will feel supported in beginning to use your device during your daily activities. 

We have provided several activities designed to support you in learning about the tools available in your Pageset. You’ll learn how to use them alone 

and in connection with each other. Each activity begins with an exercise to get you familiar with using the new tool. Following that you will practice 

using it in realistic situations. 

Navigator Guide

Level 1
• In Control: Using  the Dashboard

• Quick Communication with Keyboards and Prediction

• Say it Again with Message History

• Communicating Needs and Conversing with QuickPhrases

• Making the Most of your Whiteboard*

* This lesson may not apply to all individuals using the Navigator pageset

Level 2
• Controlling your Environment with Remotes

*This lesson may not apply to all individuals using the Navigator pageset

• Engage Others with QuickFires

• Telling Stories with Photo Albums

• In Control: Using the Dashboard—More Tools

Level 3
• Expressing Your Opinion with Rating Scales

• In Control: Using the Dashboard—More Tools

Level 4 
• Optimizing Navigator Pageset for Different Situations: Profiles

• In Control: Using the Dashboard—More Tools

Level 5
• Talk about your Favorite Topics (includes how to find vocab and a

list of resources)

• Be Specific with Word Lists

• In Control: Using the Dashboard—More Tools
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Navigator Guide FAQ’s

1. What are System Levels?
System Levels introduce Communication Tools in a systematic way to help 
you become comfortable with and begin to use them. Everyone starts on 
Level 1. You may go all the way up to Level 5 or you may stay at any Level 
from 1 to 4. Where you stop depends on the combination of tools with which 
you are most comfortable and where you are most successful. The important 
thing to remember is that you are not required to make it to Level 5. The 
System Levels are simply a structured way to add Communication Tools to 
the device. 

2. Do I need to master each activity before moving on?
No! Moving on to the next activity is up to you. These activities are a guide to 
help you become more comfortable communicating with the Navigator page 
set. It is OK if you want to look ahead to the next set of Communication Tools 
before you fully master your current set. You may find a tool that makes you 
even more efficient and successful! 

3. How long will it take me to complete one activity?
The time it takes to go through activities to complete a System Level will vary 
depending on your abilities, comfort level, and how much you want to tackle 
at once. 

4. How do I know when to stop?
Settling in at one System Level is up to you. These questions may help 
you decide:

• Do I have access to the tools I need to communicate my needs
and wants?

• Am I feeling comfortable at the level?

• Am I interested in addition additional tools?

5. How do I use this guide?
You can download the activities based on the Level you are working on. Each 
activity starts with a Focusing activity to introduce you to the tool, a Skill 
Building activity to practice exploring what the tool does, and a Participation 
activity to use the tool in real life scenarios. 

6. Do I do these in therapy or at home?
These activities are written for you to do these at home; however your 
speech therapist may use them with you in therapy as well. 

Remember, you can always move up or down Levels in the system as your 
needs change. You never have to worry about losing the customization 
you’ve done. It will move along with you!  
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Activity 1

Goal: 
Description:

Focusing

Skill Building

Participation

Data/Notes



Appendix A: Practice Words 

Able Brought Excuse Keep Only Special Wonderful

About Bunch Family Kids Otherwise Stay Work

Across Business Feeling Kitchen Outside Store Year

Actually Call Finally Know Parking Supposed Yesterday

Afraid Can’t Fix Large Party Surprise Zipper

Afternoon Catch Folks Least People Table

Again Center Friday Leave Picture Take

Ahead Certainly Funny Lincoln Plenty Television

Almost Chance Gallon Longer Point Thanks

Already Check Gave Low Probably That

Always Church Get Mailbox Professional There

Another Clothes Going Make Quite They’ll

And College Goodness Married Quiet They’ve

Anything Coming Groceries Maybe Rather Thinking

Apparently Couldn’t Guess Might Really Through

Around Cover Hadn’t Minute Regular Tickets

Attention Day Happen Money Remember Tonight

Aware Death Had Myself Round Type

Awful Decide Heart Need Same Until

Bed Didn’t High Naturally Seem Usual

Bad Difference History Near Sending Van

Been Discussion Hot Night Senior Visit

Believe Dinner House Nothing Service Want

Between Drive Ice Number Several Warm

Birthday During Instead Myself Should Wasn’t

Board Early Interesting Need Since Watch

Bottles Eight Island Office Situation We’ll

Boys End It’ll Old Someone Weren’t

Brother Everything Job Once Somewhere Who

Are you having a hard time typing these words?  Perhaps a different keyboard layout would help you type faster or more efficiently.  See Appendix C for a list of keyboards that 

are available in the Navigator pageset.  Learn how to change your keyboard by watching the About Keyboard video found in the Levels Menu.



Appendix B:  Practice Questions

1. What is your favorite color?

2. What is your favorite food?

3. What do you like to drink?

4. What is your nickname?

5. What holiday do you enjoy most?

6. What are your family member names?

7. What TV shows do you enjoy?

8. What books do you like to read?

9. What kind of movies do you like?

10. Where do you live?

11. When is your birthday?

12. Where do you like to shop?

13. If you could have dinner with any famous celebrity who would it be?

14. If you could be any age without knowing how old you are, what age would

you be?

15. What law would you break to save a loved one?

16. What makes you smile?

17. What is the funniest place you have ever fallen asleep?

18. What without fail always makes you laugh?

19. What is one thing about our society that you would change?

20. If you were able to have your own TV network, what would you put on it?

21. What kind of Olympic athlete would you be?

22. When have you thought to yourself:  I am so happy I do not have that job?

23. If you could ask the President one question, what would it be?

24. What was the first professional sporting event you went to?

25. What was your least favorite job you have ever had and why?

26. If you had the opportunity to get a message across to a large group of people,

what would your message be?

27. What is the worst gift you have every received?

28. What story from history inspires you?

29. Who is the best actor/actress of all time?

30. Who is the best musician/band of all time?

31. What song defines you?

32. If you could have any animal as a pet what would it be?

33. If you could be any animal what would you be and why?

34. If you could be a dinosaur what would you be and why?



The keyboard options are: 

Appendix C:  Keyboard Layouts

QWERTY QWERTY w/ Prediction ABC

ABC w/ Prediction AEIOU Vertical AEIOU V w/ Prediction

AEIOU Horizontal AEIOU H w/ Prediction Frequency of Use



Appendix D:  Bonus Tasks



Activity 2

Goal: 
Description:

Focusing

Skill Building

Participation

Data/Notes

Say It Again with Message History
In this lesson, you will become more familiar with how Message History works and practice using it.  The goal is to help you become as fast and efficient a 
communicator as possible.

When you speak or clear a message from the message window, your Navigator page set stores it in Message History.  The next time you want to use that 
message, or one that is close, you don’t need to type it again. Instead, you can pick it from Message History.  This will increase your efficiency in communicating 
and reduce the time it takes to produce your message.  Messages you type or have in the message window are saved in 2 different ways:  every time the 
message is spoken or when “clear” is selected. 
 
Type a message and speak it.  Now open up Message History.  Your message will appear there.   

Add Messages to Message History 
     • Type messages in Appendix A and save them to Message History.  Add any phrases that are important to you.  
Retrieve Messages from Message History 
     • Practice pulling up the messages in response to questions in Appendix A .  Include any phrases you added too.  
Search Message History 
     • Select the search button on the Message History page.  Type in “my” and select “search”.  Notice which messages are pulled up.  Try it again with the   
       phrase “I  need”.   
 
Practice Using Send Button (Appendix B) 
     • Send to Keyboard                                               • Trash 
     • Send to QuickPhrases—Copy To Mode 
     • QuickPhrases-Cancel CopyTo Mode 
     • Apps *may not be available for some access methods

Below are some real life scenarios.  Practice using Message History to respond in these situations.  Your therapist or caregiver can role play with you.  
     • Checking in at the doctor’s office   
     • Filling out paperwork at the doctor’s office  
     • Directing a caregiver     
     • Meeting someone new 
     • Eating out at a restaurant 
     • Conversing with a friend



Appendix A: 

Messages to Add Retrieve Messages

1. I like….. 
2. My name is…… 
3. My address is ……. 
4. My phone number is ……. 
5. I have an appointment with Dr. ……. 
6. I need ……. 
7. I want to go ……. 
8. I feel …….. 
9. My spouse’s name is …… 
10. Please move my ……. 
11. I need some things from the store. 
12. Please pick up ……. 
13. …..is on tv.  Please turn it on. 
14. Turn on the fan please.  
15. Please be patient while I type my message. 
16. You know what I mean. 
17. Hey …., come here. 
18. How was your day? 
19. What do you think? 
20. How are you today? 

1. What do you like? 
2. What is your name? 
3. Where do you live? 
4. What is your phone number? 
5. Who is your appointment with? 
6. Do you need anything? 
7. Where do you want to go? 
8. How are you? 
9. What is your spouses name? 
10. What is bothering you? 
11. What do you need? 
12. What do you want me to pick up? 
13. Do you want to watch tv? 
14. Are you hot? 
15. How can I help you? 



Appendix B: Using Send Button

Send a Message from Message History to the Keyboard 
1.  In Message History, locate a message starting with “I need” (you should have created this message in TASK 1) 
2.  Select the “Send To” button 
3.  Select the Keyboard button 
4.  Your message now appears in the message window with the keyboard below it.  
5.  Editing part of the saved message rather than typing from scratch is a big time saver.  Edit this message and speak it to save it to your phrase history.   
 
QuickPhrases-Copy To Mode  
1.  Navigate to the message “My name is…” 
2.  Select the “send to” button 
3.  Select the QuickPhrase button--you have entered a copy to mode 
4.  Select a button on the QuickPhrases page  
5.  Your message will be saved onto that button 
 
QuickPhrasesPhrases-Cancel Copy To Mode 
1.  Navigate to the message “I need some things from the store” 
2.  Select the “send to” button 
3.  Select the QuickPhrase button—you have entered a copy to mode 
4.  You didn’t mean to enter this mode so select the red “x” in the top right hand corner to cancel. 
 
Apps *may not be available for some access methods 
1.  Navigate to the message “I feel…” 
2.  Select the “send to” button 
3.  Select the Apps button 
4.  This will take you to a page where you can choose where you want to send your message.   
 
Create an Email, Create New SMS, Launch Internet Browser, Search in Maps, and Call with Phone 
 
Trash 
1.  Navigate to “Turn on the fan please” 
2.  Select the “send to “ button 
3.  Select the Trash button 
4.  This message will now be deleted from phrase history 



Activity

Goal: 
Description:

Focusing

Skill Building

Participation

Data/Notes

In Control:  Using the Dashboard

The Dashboard allows you to adjust settings in your software as well as access additional apps, activities and additional communication tools.  You access it from 
your Toolbar.  Settings and items are added as the System level increases.  The goal is for you to become efficient at accessing these various items.

 3
Locate the following items on the Dashboard: 
     • Whiteboard          •  Volume Up 
     • Games                 •  Volume Down 
     • Alarms                 •  Mute 
     • Apps                    •  Access Settings 
     • Help                     •  Settings 
     • Levels                  •  Backup

Practice the following tasks: 
 
     1. Turn the volume up and down 
     2. Turn the mute on and off 
     3. Visit the Games page.  These can be for fun or to help increase your accuracy using your access method. 
     4. Backup your device using the Backup button.  This is important to do any time you make a lot of changes.  
     5. Check out the Help menu.  Watch videos about the tools and how to edit them, visit the knowledge base for answers to your questions or read the User’s  
         Guide.   
     6. Explore the Levels menu to go up or down a Level.  
     7. Sound the alarm to get someone’s attention 

Practice using the Dashboard in the following scenarios: 
1. You are in a loud environment and need to turn the volume up        5. You need to know how to edit a page  
2. You are in a quite environment and need to turn the speech off       6.  You need to back up your user 
3. You want to change the Level your are on to access more tools      7.  You need to get someone’s attention quickly 
4. You want to improve the accuracy of your access method 
 
Think about times and places in your life when you might need to use these Dashboard Items.



Activity

Goal: 
Description:

Focusing

Skill Building

Participation

Data/Notes

 Communicating Needs and Conversing with QuickPhrases
Using QuickPhrases can help you quickly participate in conversations.  The messages in QuickPhrases were chosen to reflect frequently spoken messages in each 
category.  QuickPhrases are organized into five categories:  Personal and Needs, Greetings and Social, Feelings, Questions, Repairs.

4
Familiarize yourself with QuickFires: 
     1. Select each of the buttons and listen to the messages 
     2. Make them reflect your unique way of speaking.  For example, if you wouldn’t say “Help me”, you could edit the button to say “Give me a hand”.  If the    
         messages sound more like you, you will remember and use them more. 
     3. Add any other messages that are important to you in each category.  This is an ongoing process and will not be finished in one sitting.  Start on your own   
         or with one other person then ask others to help over time.

Locate specific QuickPhrases: 
     • Now that you have listened to the messages and customized your own, practice locating them.   
     • Appendix A has some of the messages that come on the device separated by category 
     • First run through locating messages by category 
     • Once you feel comfortable, increase the difficulty by having someone randomly read off messages from various categories and locate those.   
 
Answer questions using QuickPhrases: 
     • Respond to the following questions in Appendix B.   
     • You will find that you may use more than one QuickPhrase to answer some of these questions.   
     • As in Task 2, they are listed by category.   
     • Once you are comfortable and want to increase the difficulty, have someone randomly read the questions from various categories to you.  

Use a variety of QuickPhrases to communicate messages in these situations.  Your caregiver or therapist can role play with you.   
 
     • Someone doesn’t understand you                                         • Someone asks you how you feel 
     • You are upset                                                                        • You need someone to help you 
     • You see someone you know 
     • You need something 
     • It’s taking you a while to compose your message



Appendix A: QuickPhrases

Personal and Needs:                                                             Greetings and Social: 
     Can you help me?                                                                  My name is [   ] 
     I need help                                                                             Hi 
     Will you give me a minute?                                                    How are you? 
     Will you hold this?                                                                  What's new? 
     I’m hungry                                                                              I use this computer to help me talk 
     I’m thirsty                                                                               See you later 
     Turn it on                                                                               Pretty good 
     Turn it off                                                                               Not so good 
     I’m  uncomfortable                                                                 I understand 
     I don’t need anything                                                             I don't like that 
 
Feelings:                                                                                Questions: 
     What’s wrong?                                                                       Can I see that? 
     Are you okay?                                                                        How much longer? 
     What do you think?                                                                What are you doing? 
     I want to talk about how I feel.                                               Where are we going? 
     My family/friend ….                                                                Who will be there? 
     I don’t want to talk about it.                                                    What's next? 
     Something is wrong                                                               How long will it take? 
     I am excited!                                                                          Where are you going? 
     I am scared.                                                                           What are we going to do? 
     I am frustrated                                                                       What are you watching? 
 
Repairs: 
     What did you say? 
     Let me try again. 
     Do you understand? 
     Ask me yes/no questions. 
     Can you see my screen? 
     Give me a second. 
     Am I talking too fast? 
     I made a mistake 
     Can you hear me? 
     Wait!  I have more to say 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix B: Answering Questions

Personal and Needs: 
     1. What would you say if you needed something you couldn’t reach? (Can you help me?) 
     2. What would you say if you were hungry? (I’m hungry) 
     3. What would you say if you were tired (I’m uncomfortable, Can you help me?) 
     4. What if you wanted the light on? Off? (Turn it on/off) 
     5. What if you were in pain? (I’m uncomfortable, I need help ) 
  
Greetings and Social: 
     1. How would you introduce yourself?  (My name is…) 
     2. How would you greet someone? (Hi!  What’s new?  How are you?) 
     3. What if you needed someone asked you what your computer did?  (I use this computer to talk for me) 
     4. How could you give your opinion?  (I don’t like that, Pretty good, Not so good ) 
     5. What if someone asked you if you understood what they said?  (I understand) 
  
Feelings 
     1. If you thought someone was upset what could you say?  (What’s wrong, Are you ok?) 
     2. What if you wanted someone’s opinion?  (What do you think?) 
     3. What would you say if you were upset?  (I’m sad, I’m frustrated, Something is wrong, I want to talk about how I feel) 
     4. How would you tell someone about your family/friend?  (My family/friend …) 
     5. What would you say if you were looking forward to something?  (I’m excited!) 
  
Questions 
     1. What could you say if you didn’t know someone?  (What’s your name?) 
     2. What would you ask if you wanted to know what was on the television? (What are you watching?) 
     3. What if you wanted to ask how long an appointment would take (How much longer? How long will it take?) 
     4. What would you ask if you wanted to know where you were going? (Where are we going?) 
     5. What would you ask if you wanted to know who was going to be there? (Who will be there?) 
  
Repairs 
     1. What if you didn’t understand something someone said?  (What did you say?) 
     2. What if you wanted to make sure someone understood you? (Do you understand? 
     3. What if you wanted someone to ask you yes/no questions?  (Ask me yes/no questions) 
     4. What if you made an error? (I made a mistake) 
     5. What if you needed  minute to compose your message?  (Wait, I have more to say) 



Activity

Goal: 
Description:

Focusing

Skill Building

Participation

Data/Notes

 Making the Most of Your Whiteboard
This lesson will get you familiar with using the Whiteboard and its various tools. This lesson is only applicable to those using touch enter, touch exit or simple touch.

5
The Whiteboard is like a blank piece of paper that you write or draw on to help you communicate. Instead of a pen, you use your finger or a stylus. You can
save your Whiteboards and open them up at a later date.
Review the tools on the screen:
1. File—Save, create a new or open a saved Whiteboard 4. Color—Change the color of ink
2. Pen—Use to write or draw on the Whiteboard 5. Size—Change the thickness of the lines
3. Erase—Erase a portion of your writing/drawing 6. Image—Import and image to draw on

1. Write or Draw Words
• Write the words in Appendix A, or if it’s easier for you, draw pictures of the words. Feel free to use abbreviations when appropriate. You will see some
abbreviations in parenthesis in the table. You don’t have to do all of them. Stop whenever you feel comfortable. Remember to open a clean board, select
File and then New.

2. Save and Open Whiteboard—Appendix B

3. Import Photos to Whiteboard
• Sometimes it’s helpful to have a photo to draw or write on enhance your communication. For example, you can draw an arrow to people in a picture to
share information about them or cross out the picture to show that you have changed topics. Import photos to write captions or draw on them.

a. Select “Image” and “Open Image” d. Practice writing or drawing on the image
b. Select an image from your albums e. If it’s a photo you will show again consider saving it.
c. It will now appear on your Whiteboard

Use the Whiteboard to communicate messages in the following scenarios. Your caregiver or therapist can role play with you if needed.
• Talk about your family or a vacation you went on.
• Tell someone when your MD appointment is scheduled.
• Introduce yourself.
• Ask someone a question.
• Draw a map of where you live to give directions.



Appendix A: Write or Draw Words

About Need Monday (Mon)
Afraid Night (PM) Tuesday (Tues)
Afternoon (PM) Nothing Wednesday (Wed)
Again Old Thursday (Thur)
And (& or +) Outside Friday (Fri)
Anything People Saturday (Sat)
Awful Picture Sunday (Sun)
Bed Quiet
Bad Remember
Birthday (Bday) Someone January (Jan)
Bored Somewhere February (Feb)
Boys Stay March
Call Store April
Can’t Surprise May
Check Table June
Church Take July
Day Thanks August (Aug)
Dinner Understand September (Sept)
Drive Visit October (Oct)
Early Want November (Nov)
Everything Warm December (Dec)
Family What
Feel Where
Funny Who
Go
Guess
Happy
Hot
House
Ice
Keep
Kids
Kitchen
Large
Leave
Maybe
Minute (Min)



Appendix B: Save and Open Whiteboard

1. Write the following information
Your name and address

2. Save the Whiteboard by selecting File and Save

3. Repeat with the following information
1. The names of your family members
2. Your doctors name
3. Appointment at 10:15 with Dr. Smith
4. The bathroom needs to be cleaned.
5. I need more meat, milk, cheese and bread.
6. What time are you coming back?
7. Where are we going?

4. Now, open up the appropriate whiteboard based on the following questions.
1. Who are you?
2. Who is your doctor?
3. When is your appointment?
4. What is your spouse/children/ name/s?
5. I am running to the store and you want to know when I will be back.
6. The bathroom is dirty.
7. You are getting ready to go but can’t remember where it is you are going.
8. You need some things from the grocery store.


	Text15: Quick Communication with your Keyboards and Prediction
	Text11: In this lesson, you will become more familiar with the layout of your keyboard and experiment with word and phrase prediction.  The goal is to help you become as fast and efficient a communicator as possible.
	Focusing: Locate each letter on the keyboard then try spelling some words. Either come up with your own or use the list below. Focus on the letters and ignore the other buttons for now. If you would like more practice words, look in Appendix A, or visit your favorite website and type key words that you see there.1. Department          2. Committee          3. Figure          4. Understand          5. Coupla          6. Joke7. Especially             8. Quiche               9. Zoo               10. Excite               11. You'll            12. Whatever
	Skill Building: 1.  Practice Word and Phrase Prediction:     • As you were practicing typing, you may have noticed that the words or phrases on some of the buttons changed based on the letter you entered. These buttons are         called Word Prediction and Phrase Prediction buttons.     • To help you get used to checking prediction, begin typing the words from the FOCUSING activity again. After you type 1 or 2 letters, check the word prediction         buttons to see if the word is there. If the word is on a button, select the button. If it isn’t, keep typing letters until you see the word appear.     • Word prediction can be used in different ways. Some people find that it is faster to spell out some words and use the prediction buttons for other words. Some people         like to put a certain number of letters in before checking the prediction because they find it saves them time. Others like to check after each letter. How you choose         to use prediction is up to you.2.  Keep Practicing with Keyboard and Prediction     Type out answer to the questions in Appendix B.  Remember to check prediction.3.  See Appendix D for Bonus Tasks—“Send” and “Chat”
	Participation: Practice using the keyboard and prediction buttons in the following situations. Remember when you are typing your answers to also check word prediction.A. Share information on what you did last night or over the weekend.                         G.  Tell your grandchildren a story.B. Discuss what to have for dinner.                                                        C. Plan a menu for a holiday celebration.           D.Tell your doctor how you are feeling or what has been causing your problems.E. Create an invite list for a party.F. Create captions for your photos.  
	Text9: Prediction buttons are not included in every keyboard layout, so if you don’t see any buttons like the ones pictured above, don’t worry. You can switch to a keyboard layout with prediction buttons by going into the Levels Menu, selecting Keyboard, and selecting Keyboard Layouts
	ZipperTable: 
	ZipperTake: 
	ZipperTelevision: 
	ZipperThanks: 
	ZipperThat: 
	ZipperThere: 
	ZipperTheyll: 
	ZipperTheyve: 
	ZipperThinking: 
	ZipperThrough: 
	ZipperTickets: 
	ZipperTonight: 
	ZipperType: 
	ZipperUntil: 
	ZipperUsual: 
	ZipperVan: 
	ZipperVisit: 
	ZipperWant: 
	ZipperWarm: 
	ZipperWasnt: 
	ZipperWatch: 
	ZipperWell: 
	ZipperWerent: 
	ZipperWho: 
	Text8: 1.  “Send”  ButtonThe “Send” button will take what you have typed in your message window and send it to various places.  The options available will vary based on the device or app you are using and may include:         • QuickPhrases:  Send your text to a button on your QuickPhrases page.  Instead of typing the sentence again, you can speak it quickly from your QuickPhrases page.      • Apps:  Copy your text and paste it into an open app on your desktop.     • Text Editor:  Send your text to the editing page.  This will allow you to do functions such as spell check, save as a document, add symbols to your sentences, copy, cut,  and paste.Practice sending your text to the available items to get familiar with the “Send” button.2.  “Chat” ButtonThe “Chat” button lets you pause what you are typing, open a new message window, type a message and then return to your original message.  For example, imagine you are in the middle of talking with someone on the phone and someone else walks in and asks “Where are your house keys?”  Instead of erasing the message for your friend on the phone to answer the questions about your keys, you could select “chat” to save what you were typing and open a new message window.  Next, you could type “In the top drawer”, speak it or show it, and select “Chat” again to return to your original message.Practice typing something into the message window, using the “Chat” button to start a new conversation, and then returning to the original message.  Think about times when this feature might come in handy.


